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Impressions from the SteamStore page: The official Steam announcement: The Official Website: How to unlock the Beta Access: Visit the website and register for the beta. Do not quit until you get an e-mail with the
confirmation. After receiving the e-mail, click on the game in the Steam client and set it as Beta-Tester. The webpage will be displayed and you will be able to play the game. How to play the Beta: You can play the
Beta version of the game starting from the release date, but it is strongly recommended to wait until all the bugs have been fixed. You can access the Beta by installing the game and verifying the Beta-Key. After
the installation, you will get a message that you can install and access the Beta for Windows. In case of Linux, you will have to enter "steam://properties/@SteamBeta" in a Linux terminal. We also wish to thank

MegaGeko for the translation. Thanks to: - SotSE for editing some text. - MegaGeko for the translation. - Scum for his art. - anonanon for some important informations. - Xino for his work on the website and adding
the beta-key. - Rich for his work on the website. - Anex for being the Beta Tester. - Syscom for her help on the alpha version. - Anex for his help on the alpha version. - Scizor for fixing the bug. - Zealous948 for

helping with the version 1.4. - all the members of the Steam Circle who helped me in fixing the beta-version. - everyone for supporting the game. - GINGame for adapting the scenario. - Super Smoke for adapting
the scenario. - the Elden Rings community for accepting to read the preview and giving suggestions. - MegaGeko, for reading the preview and suggestions. - all the members

Elden Ring Features Key:
A Highly Detailed World: vast landscapes, undulating plains, dilapidated and majestic dungeons and immense temples. [A GIFT FROM GOD]

A Vibrant World: hand-drawn 3D graphics, sound, music, special effects and custom voice-overs. [A GIFT FROM GOD]
A Multifaceted Story: a rich, dynamic world where different story paths await to be discovered. [A GIFT FROM GOD]

A Nostalgic OST : original and exclusive music composed by Natsuko Aoki.
A Multiplayer Mode that Supports Online Play: Play alongside other players in a variety of multiplayer modes. [A GIFT FROM GOD]

A Standalone Mode: play the game offline free of charge while waiting for the standalone release date.

List of official titles of Cave Story C included in the game:

"The Starless Dream"
"The Tattered Ductility of Time"
"The Starry Freeze"
"The Silent Aura"
"The Floppy Toggle"
"The Narrow Statues of Dressing"
"The Tangle Trap of Relations"
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